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THE COVER
Freckles, who is 2[/2 years old, is of
the blood line of Brittany spaniels
brought to Maine by former Fish
and Game Commissioner George J.
Stobie and believed to be the first
of these pointing spaniels in the state.
She has been known to point an
occasional woodcock for her boss,
Robert H. Johnson of Mount Vernon.
1

Resume

1963

By
Tom Shoener

f j r p ^ was A SAD scene last fall when many wouldI be deer slayers returned home empty-handed.
I
Some of them claimed th a t there w asn’t a
deer left anywhere in the state.
There were, however, a few — 29,839 to be exact
— who w ent home convinced th a t Maine is still one
of the best deer hunting states in the country. True,
the total kill was lower than usual, but the 23 per
cent drop from the above-average 1962 season is
no m ystery to the hunter w ith a good memory.
Remember the dry, hot October, followed by a
heavy snowstorm in the northern section? Remem
ber the warm, rainy w eather of the first two weeks
of November and more of the same at the end of
the month? None of this helped.
Thinking way back, remember the severe w inter
of 1962-63? Pictures of Maine’s snow drifts and
stranded cars were in magazines, papers, and on
TV across the country. The deer didn’t fare well
th a t w inter. It is nothing new th a t deer kills drop
afte r a severe w in te r; drops up to 30 per cent have
been recorded in the past. T hat the harvests in 
creased in succeeding years is a m atter of record.
So in 1963, there were two strikes against the
deer hunter — below average deer populations and
2

HUNTING
aine ’s

hunting w eather which left much to be desired. It
is interesting to note th a t our neighboring states
and Canadian provinces also experienced declines in
their deer kills in 1963.
A few of the bright spots of last year’s season
include several counties w ith increased kills over
the previous year and a new record set by the bow
and arrow clan — tw enty-three archers brought
home the venison. The “Biggest Bucks in Maine
Club,” sponsored by the D epartm ent of Economic
Development, registered 444 bucks dressing out a t
more than two hundred pounds. This is on a par
with the usual number registered, and slightly
higher than the figure for the previous two years.
The “biggest of the biggest” was bagged by a non
resident for a change, and the 30-06 seems to have
moved ahead of the old reliable 30-30 in bagging
the big ones.

waterfowl hunters had a good year, as
indicated by the big upw ard jum p in the duck
kill. The drastic reduction in bag limits of several
years ago was eased up slightly last year, and the
kill rose accordingly. This year the restrictions
have eased up even more, and we are once again
perm itted to take three black ducks — the favorite
species in Maine.

M

T appears th a t one of Maine’s sleeping giants is
finally awakening. Bear hunting for sport is
increasing in popularity, and last year’s kill of
2,500 bruins was a 10 per cent increase over the
form er record set in 1955. Maine has plenty of
bear, and more record kills are expected in the
future as this sport continues to grow.

I

BIGGEST BUCKS
hunting last fall was generally
rew arding fo r those who took part. Grouse
hunting continued improving a t an almost alarm 
ing rate. When the calculator cooled off, it showed
th a t the grouse kill was up 62,400 birds over the
previous year.
The pheasants raised by the game farm and
sportsmen co-operators once again provided plenty
of early fall shooting. More than th irty thousand
ringnecks were stocked.
There was a slight decline in last y ear’s woodcock
kill, probably due to a later-than-usual m igration
which perm itted the timberdoodles to wing by safely
after most of the gunners had called it quits fo r the
year.
The snowshoe hare kill was down slightly last
year, but the hunters had ju st as much fun as ever
pursuing the popular bunny. The much-needed
good tracking snow ju st didn’t come, and try as
they would, the beagles ju st couldn’t get going
without it!

U

pland game
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Name

Date
Killed

Address

1963
Where
Killed

Firearm

Dressed
Weight

Live
Weight

Men
1

.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

R ichard Anderson
Nelson A. Jacques
H a rry F. H all
Richard T ro tt
G aylord Ennis
V incent M ercanto
Russell Fowler
David Hutchinson
H arry H iggins
Paul Smith
Ira Bates
Carl Blanchard
Carm en B arbato

Peabody, M assachusetts
Rockland, Maine
Mt. Vernon, Maine
Bangor, Maine
Conewango Valley, N. Y.
Cologne, New Jersey
Waldoboro, Maine
Weld, Maine
Mt. Vernon, Maine
Phillips, Maine
Lewiston, Maine
Mexico, Maine
Trenton, New Jersey

Blanche MacKay
Mrs. Richard Childs
M arg aret McKinnon
Janice Rockwell
N ancy Sleeper
Thelm a Sim ard

Drew, Maine
F arm ington, Maine
Brownville Junction, Me.
Cambridge, Maine
Fairfield, Maine
E agle Lake, Maine

11/19/63
10/28/63
11/13/63
11/29/63
11/4/63
11/6/6&
11/2/63
11/1/63
11/13/63
11/2/63
11/7/63
11/5/63
11/15/63

T. 6, R. 18
New Sharon
Mt. Vernon
Jackson
C enter Pond
Bingham
No. Waldoboro
Weld
Mt. Vernon
Strong
P ittsto n
Roxbury
Jackm an

Drew
Mt. Vernon
T. 5, R. 9
Cam bridge
D aaquam
E agle Lake

.30-06
.30-06
.30-06
.32 sp.
.303
.35
.280
.308
.300

284
280
272
270
267
267
266
263
260
260
260
255
253

369
364
354
351
347
347
346
342
338
338
338
331 %
330

.308
.30-30
.32 sp.
.30-06
.30-06
.44

243
240
217
215
214
214

316
312
282
280
278
278

.30-06
.308
.30-30
- - -

Women
1

.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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10/19/63
11/9/63
11/11/63
10/26/63
11/5/63
11/25/63
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Warm clothing is worn by,
I. to r., standing, wardens
Glenn Speed, Don Walker,
and Don Gray. Kneeling,
instructors Gardner Perry
and John Bousman.

Expert instructors handled early training sessions. John
Bousman, left, demonstrates equipment to Warden Don
Walker, Peter Rogers, Maine Forest Service, and Park
Ranger Rodney Sargent. Rogers and Sargent sat
in on the classes.
4

Although they had had only a few training periods, the
Warden Rescue Unit was able to do a creditable job in
the spring of 1964. Originally designed to be a moun
tain rescue team, its members brought out from Mt.
Katahdin the bodies of two victims of a sudden, killer
storm that struck in late October of 1963.
Since the formation of the unit, it has been modified
to include SCUBA diving as another duty, and classes in
diving were scheduled for early 1965. The Warden
Service is charged by law with conducting searches for
lost persons in the woods and also assists in cases of
drowning or suspected drowning.
Mountain climbing requires plenty of skill and courage
when rocks are bare, but with ice, snow, and cutting winds
plaguing the climber, he must rely on the best of training
to be effective and, indeed, to keep himself from harm.
Team work requires mutual knowledge and respect for
ability.
Maine Fish and Game will carry a picture story on the
SCUBA training in another issue.
Maine Fish and Game — Fall, 1964

Necessary equipment is packed
along as the group leaves
for Mt. Katahdin from the
Chimney Pond camp.
An icy glaze and steep
grade make climbing a
rugged test for the men.

Snowmobile and snowshoes came in
handy for getting where the action
was. Ropes and other equipment got
a good workout in the training
sessions at Baxter State Park.

Electric Fishing

By Keith A. Havey
Fishery Biologist

f a f

Better Fishing
Fish are attracted to electrified wand and netted.

morning stillness at the brookside is suddenly
shattered by the roar and mounting whine of a
gasoline-driven engine. Several hundred yards
downstream, a great blue heron, aroused abruptly from
a half-sleep, takes wing, squawking protests against the
unaccustomed intrusion.
Four young men, all garbed in heavy, chest-high, rub
ber waders, don rubber gloves and step confidently into
the brook at the tail of a long, deep, trouty-looking pool.
Two are carrying shallow dip nets. A third totes plastic
pails partly filled with water. The fourth man carries a
well-insulated, wand-like electrical apparatus wired to the
engine. His thumb covers a clearly-marked push-button
Electric fishing for commercial and scientific purposes
switch.
first
came into wide use in Germany in the 1920’s, but
With the man holding the electric wand as midman, the
it
was
not until a decade later that North American fishery
two with dip nets flanking him, and the man with the pails
scientists began using electricity for studies of fish popu
walking at the rear, the unusual appearing foursome be
lations. Basically, the procedure consists in passing suf
gins a slow and systematic march up the stream. The
ficient electric current through the water to stun but not
wand man clicks the switch on and off, probing with the
injure fish, so that they can be easily captured, counted,
wand under overhangs, beneath logs, behind rocks. Sud
and released. Either alternating current (AC) or direct
denly, and seemingly from out of nowhere, a fat, fifteencurrent (DC) may be used. DC is often favored because
inch brookie darts toward the end of the wand and freezes
it actually makes fish swim toward the positive terminal
there, all its fins quivering. Swiftly and smoothly, one
wand,
sometimes from several feet away.
of the dipnetters scoops up the trout and places him gently
Let’s stand on the sidelines for a while and watch this
in one of the water pails.
electrofishing team at work. Moving upstream from its
In the pail, the trout is still a moment, then darts rapidly
starting point, the crew continues to stun and capture
around and around the perimeter for a few moments ex
trout of all sizes. Most of the fish are youngsters, only
ploring his new environment. Finally, with gill covers
two or three inches long and probably in their first year
slowly opening and closing and fins gently fanning, he
of life. A very few are old timers, maybe three or four
chooses a place on the bottom of the pail and relaxes. His
years old, like the fifteen-incher that our crew caught
captors exchange enthusiastic comments regarding his size
first. Many are five to eight inches long — the brookies
and beauty and again continue their slow, probing march
that will provide most of your fishing during the coming
upstream.
season.
Periodically, the biologists stop their upstream progress
and seat themselves comfortably on the shaded, moss-lined
hus begins the work day of a Maine Fish and Game
bank. One of the crew opens a small canvas knapsack
Department electrofishing team. Before the day is
and removes a ruler, a pair of bone-cutters, a set of weigh
through, the team will have secured an accurate and valu ing scales, a notebook, a scalpel, a pencil, a few coin enve
able estimate of the number of trout in a representative
lopes, and a jar of capsules each containing a definite
section of what may be your favorite trout stream — and
amount of a white, powdery anesthetic. Carefully, one of
all without hurting or destroying a single trout.
the team mixes one of the capsules into each of the pails
he

T
Wardens Don Gray and Don Walker,
along with others in the unit, put in
plenty of time practising with
ropes and other equipment.

i

End of the day: boots and socks dry
out and Instructor Perry (checked
shirt) checks on knot-tying ability.

T
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Biology in Brief
containing trout. Soon the trout, lulled by the anesthetic,
are sleeping peacefully, unaware of being handled by
members of the team.
Processing of the captured trout now begins in earnest.
One team member measures and weighs each trout and
removes a few scales from its side. The scales are placed
in coin envelopes for future studies on trout age. A sec
ond man clips a selected fin from each trout to mark it for
identification at a future time. A third records numbers
of trout and length and weight information. As fast as
small groups of trout are processed and recover from the
anesthetic, the fourth man redistributes them in the stream
along the route covered. As the men complete processing
of each lot of trout, the team again moves on upstream,
stunning and capturing fresh trout.
Eventually, the team reaches the upper end of the
stream section chosen for the population estimate. Here
the men stun and capture two especially handsome trout
and many small ones. These trout were hiding under the
netting that marks the end of the section and prevents
trout from leaving it while the estimate is made. The
fish had undoubtedly been swimming ahead of the crew
for some distance up the stream.
You might think that the work of the electrofishing
crew is complete for the day — that the crew has com
pleted its count of trout. Actually, the job is only half
done. Again the crew takes its position at the starting
line to repeat the coverage of the stream section. On this
run, however, the team members will clip no fins, but will
keep a careful record of the catch of marked trout that
they had clipped and released on the first run, and also
the number of unmarked trout — individuals that escaped
the crew on the first run. It is the three-way relationship
between the number of trout clipped and released in the
first run, the number of clipped trout recaptured in the
second run, and the number of undipped trout taken in
the second run that makes it possible for these fishery
scientists to calculate the number of trout in the stream
section.

With the completion of the second run, one of the bi
ologists does some quick figuring and finds that of 200
trout the crew captured, fin-clipped, and released on the
first trip through the section, 100 were recaptured on the
second run, along with 100 new (undipped) trout. Using
a simple mathematical relationship (population equals
number captured on first run multiplied by total number
captured on second run divided by number recaptured
on second run), he calculates that there are about 400
brook trout in the 500-foot section of stream studied, or
more than 4,000 trout per mile of stream. About 40 per
cent of the population are trout that will be of satisfactory
size for next season’s fishing. The prospects for this
stream look good! The day’s work done, the crew mem
bers load the electrofishing equipment for the journey to
another stream and another study.
ow, you may ask, does this work help me? How
does it help my fishing? What is its value to conser
vation? As an answer, we say first that fast, accurate
stream population estimates for trout have helped fishery
scientists immeasurably in evaluating stocking programs.
Streams the scientists find to be heavily populated with
naturally-reared trout can be removed from Inland Fish
and Game Department stocking lists and the expensive
hatchery fish concentrated elsewhere. Then again, streams
where trout are found to be especially numerous but slowgrowing can be subjected to more efficient or heavier fish
ing pressure. Finally, sizes of future runs of anadromous
fish such as Atlantic salmon can be roughly predicted by
estimates of their young during the fresh-water phase of
their lives in streams. Such information and much more
like it can often be efficiently obtained only by electro
fishing.
While the trout might be pleased to miss out on the
tickling he gets from electrofishing, fishery scientists are
more than pleased to have such an efficient, harmless, and
helpful technique to aid them in serving the angling pub
lic. Undoubtedly, electrofishing will be around for a long
time. (And think of the old lunker electrifying his grand
children with tales of how he broke out of the electric field
of a five hundred volt generator — but that’s the other
half of the story.)

Ttyiicutd

By Richard B. Parks
Game Biologist

H

Electrofishing equipment may vary but consists primarily
of a portable generator, a bare ground-wire, and
insulated cable leading to the wand.
Maine Fish and Game — Fall, 1964

o many , the king of all game birds in Maine is the
ruffed grouse or “partridge” as it is commonly called
by most Maine hunters. This is a woodland bird found
throughout Maine at all seasons of the year.
Grouse usually nest in wooded uplands, but occasion
ally in low, damp woods. The nest is ordinarily a depres
sion in the soil, lined chiefly with dead, forest leaves, and
hidden by an overhanging limb or concealed by a log.
Grouse have been known to nest in trees in the abandoned
Ring-necked pheasant
nest of a crow, but this is a very rare instance.
Usually there are from seven to fourteen eggs in the
N an autumn day when the hardwoods are at
nest, and the young birds hatch after twenty-four days
their peak in color, ranging from a bright yellow
incubation. Nesting usually occurs in late April, May,
through orange to a deep scarlet, nothing can give
and June, and each female has a single brood yearly. One
the bird hunter more pleasure than going afield with hismay readily see how vulnerable the grouse nest is, not only
pointer or retriever in quest of one or more of the species
to predators which roam the ground but also to very cold
of birds classified as “game birds” by our laws. In general,
or wet weather during the nesting season.
these are the species that are hunted for food or sport and
The food of the ruffed grouse in the fall is varied but
for which there is an open season.
usually consists of mast like hazel nuts, beech nuts, and
Not all hunters who roam the fields, forests, and
acorns, as well as fruit such as the chokecherry, apple,
marshes of Maine are familiar with what the biologists call
checkerberry, grape, and thornplum. Leaves of many
the “life histories” of these birds. This term means the
herbaceous plants are also taken. In winter, buds of
nesting habits, food habits, cover requirements, and range
trees including birch, willow, apple, beech, and maple are
of the individual species. The hunter, afield with his
freely taken. Spring and summer food consists largely of
favorite dog and shotgun, knows the likely fall cover in
insects and young growing plants like grass and clover.
which to find his sport, and if he knows its habits in other
When this country was first settled, the grouse was
seasons of the year, perhaps he can better understand
known as the “fool hen”; easily killed with sticks and
his quarry and the laws governing its hunting.
stones, it was considered fair game for small boys. The
Game birds fall into two broad classifications — resi
survivors have become “educated” over most of their
dent, which are essentially birds that “stay put” all year
range and resort to tricks such as swinging behind a tree
around, and migratory birds, which either spend only a
when flushed, running quietly until beyond gunshot range,
season or two here in Maine or are merely passing through
and leaving the woods and alighting in a field while the
our state on their way to their wintering grounds or breed
hunter and his dog search the thickets in vain.
ing grounds.
The first three birds which we shall briefly discuss rep
resent the resident game birds. The state has complete
he Canada grouse or Canada spruce partridge has
jurisdiction over the laws pertaining to these species.
all but disappeared from the inhabited sections of
The remaining birds fall into the migratory category and
Maine. It seems to be holding its own fairly well in the
are governed by federal regulations.
more remote regions of the state although it is not

T

O
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The ruffed grouse or partridge is the king of game birds
in Maine. His explosive takeoff helps make him an
elusive target for the best of hunters.

common even there. In 1927, this bird was listed as
uncommon-to-rare in Somerset, Franklin, Oxford, Knox,
Piscataquis, Penobscot, Waldo, Hancock, and Washing
ton counties, very rare in southern Maine, but less uncom
mon in Aroostook County. This species is also a ground
nester, preferring to nest under brush at the base of a tree
in swampy, coniferous woods. The nest is of twigs,
leaves, and grass and contains eight to sixteen eggs,
usually twelve. Incubation takes about seventeen days,
and the young are hatched in late May or early June.
There is one brood per year.
Food of the spruce grouse consists largely of foliage
and buds of spruce, larch, and fir in winter; in spring and
summer, the bird readily eats insects, including grass
hoppers in large quantities, as well as the tender parts of
low growing herbaceous plants. In the fall the principal
food is wild berries. The young are said to subsist mainly
on insects and spiders.
These birds are usually quite tame and an easy mark
for the hunter because they live in a greatly restricted
range well away from most human habitation and have
not become “educated” as have the ruffed grouse. Some
escape the hunter by retiring to dense, coniferous thickets
and refusing to fly unless almost stepped on. The flesh of
these birds is usually impregnated with the taste of spruce,
making the table quality rather poor.

believed to be a native
of Asia, has been introduced into Europe and the
United States. Several other species of pheasant have
been bred, either in captivity or as a semi-domestic fowl,
but only one has become acclimated to the wild state in
the United States. Early records of pheasants in Maine
date back to 1897, but it is possible some birds were with
in our borders before then from stockings in Massachu
setts and New Hampshire. Small numbers were stocked
in Maine, primarily in the southern counties, between
1897 and 1933, but no open season was allowed until
1935. In 1933, the first pheasants were liberated from
the state-owned game farm at Dry Mills. This farm was
authorized by the 1931 Legislature.
The ring-neck is a bird of open, agricultural lands,
especially where grain farming is heavily practiced. In
Maine, they do best along the coastal belt where truck
gardens, salt marshes, and farmlands are found. Wood
land is not good pheasant habitat.
Most of Maine’s pheasants are raised artificially by incu
bators, from eggs obtained from breeding stock kept at the

T
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game farm. In the wild, the birds usually nest in brushy
pastures or fields of grass, rarely in the woods. Usually
the nest is on the ground and is made of leaves, grass, and
straw. The usual six to twelve eggs are incubated twentythree to twenty-five days, and the clutch is hatched some
time between late April and late June.
Pheasants are primarily seed eaters and ground feeders.
Insects, especially grasshoppers, are frequently taken dur
ing the summer, as are snails, slugs, and earthworms.
Other summer foods include various tender green leaves,
fruit, and grain. Grain and seeds form the principal fall
foods when the berries and fruits are gone. Winter food
is grain and weed seeds when available; some buds and
garbage are taken as last resort.
As noted, the pheasant is a ground feeder and, as such,
is limited in Maine because of heavy snow cover, making
food difficult or impossible to obtain. Some pheasants do
“winter over” in Maine, especially in areas where they are
artificially fed or where they can obtain food themselves.
The latter areas include farms where fresh manure (in
which weed seeds can be obtained) is put outdoors and
tidal areas along the coast where snails and other animal
matter can be obtained, as well as seeds.

he ring- necked pheasant,

A merican woodcock, or timberdoodle, as he is
sometimes called, is a most important migratory up
land bird in Maine. Some sportsmen elevate this small
bird above the ruffed grouse as a favorite game bird. Al
though the woodcock is hunted to some extent throughout
the state, habitat conditions make eastern Maine, includ
ing Washington and Hancock counties, a superior area in
which to hunt them.
The woodcock is found both nesting and migrating in
all sections of Maine. However, they are not abundant in
the heavily forested parts of western and northern Maine.
They prefer reverting farmland and burns which are grow
ing up to alders and gray birch with some open land be
tween these alder runs and gray birch patches.
This bird’s breeding range covers almost all of the east
ern United States, with the exception of a narrow belt
along the Gulf Coast and in southern Florida. Its breed
ing range extends just west of the Mississippi River, so
it is truly an eastern bird. The breeding range also ex
tends into southern Ontario, southern Quebec (but only

T
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Snipe nest in shallow depressions in grass or sedge near
or in a bog or wet meadow, and make very little effort at
concealment. Usually four eggs are laid in May, and incu
bation takes about twenty days.
Like its close relative, the woodcock, most of the snipe’s
diet consists of animal matter. Earthworms, crustaceans,
and insects, including grasshoppers, click beetles, cut
worms, wireworms, mosquitoes, and water beetles, make
up the bulk of its diet. Seeds of smartweed and other
vegetable matter are also taken in small quantities.
For a number of years, this bird was fully protected by
federal law because of greatly diminished numbers. For
the last decade or so, regulations have been relaxed as the
snipe had increased sufficiently under full protection.

about as far north as the St. Lawrence River), New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and extreme southern Newfound
land. The wintering range is much more restricted, being
a belt about 400 miles wide from Virginia to Texas, along
. the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. The great majority of birds,
however, winter in Louisiana and western Mississippi, a
very restricted part of their winter range.
The woodcock nests in a shallow depression on the
ground and does not build much of a nest. Often there
is very little attempt made at concealment as the bird itself
blends well with its surroundings. Usually four eggs are
laid in late April or very early May, and incubation re
quires twenty-one days. The young can take short flights
fifteen or sixteen days after hatching and are fully grown
at five months of age.
Earthworms constitute more than four-fifths of this
bird’s diet. The bird is well equipped for probing moist
earth for worms by having a long, flexible bill. More
than 95 per cent of the woodcock’s diet is animal matter
— earthworms, beetle and other insect larvae, and spiders.
Vegetable matter in the diet includes raspberries, black
berries, and the seeds of sedge and alder.
The woodcock is one of the species of which the female
is larger than the male. Both are roughly robin-size. The
male generally weighs about six ounces and the female
averages seven or eight ounces, and both have a bill about
2V2 inches long. The birds are crepuscular; that is, they
are most active at dawn and dusk — one reason why they
are seldom seen by the casual observer. A good bird dog
is a great asset in looking for woodcock.

R

he W ilson’s snipe or jack snipe is another migratory
game bird of Maine although perhaps not as well
known or as sought after as the woodcock, but neverthe
less a fine game bird. Its zigzag flight makes it a difficult
target for even the most proficient shooter.
The snipe weighs about four ounces and has a bill about
2x/i inches long. This bird is found nesting and migrat
ing throughout Maine. Its range includes all of North
America, north to the limit of trees, as well as parts of
Central and South America. During migration, snipe are
more common along the coastal belt than inland. They
prefer open bogs and wet meadows and are often found in
salt meadows during migration.

T

although not commonly hunted in Maine, are
another of our migratory game birds. Several spe
cies are found at times in Maine but only two are con
sidered common, the sora rail and Virginia rail.
The range of these birds is generally over all of North
America, from the northern limit of trees, south into Cen
tral America and northern South America. The rail gen
erally nests in the northern part of this range. The win
tering grounds extend from northern California through
Illinois and to South Carolina. The Virginia rail occasion
ally nests in Maine, being most common in eastern Maine.
The sora rail commonly nests in Maine and is particularly
fond of cattail swamps for its nesting site.
These birds are marsh inhabitants and are about the
size of a starling. The Virginia rail may be easily identi
fied by its long, slightly decurved bill. The sora rail has a
short, yellow, chicken-like bill. Food consists of seeds of
aquatic plants (wild rice is a favorite), insects, and snails.
The rail nests in fresh water marshes or along brushy
banks of marshy streams. The sora, however, sometimes
uses grass or grain fields. Both species make their nests
in weeds, grasses, dead stalks, or a pile of broken down
reeds, generally on a hummock in the marsh, and gener
ally well hidden. Usually four to a dozen or more eggs
are laid in mid May to early July. Incubation takes about
fourteen days.
Rails are weak fliers and are about as difficult to shoot
as a tin can floating down a rapid current. In the midAtlantic states and the South, they are hunted rather ex
tensively. Usually one man will pole a boat through beds
of aquatic vegetation, with a man in the bow doing the
shooting. Although slow fliers, some birds turn and swing
about the boat, making shooting more difficult and quite
dangerous for the boatman.
ails,

Among the best camouflaged of birds is the American
woodcock, increasing in popularity with Maine hunters.
Maine Fish and Game— Fall, 1964
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Boys completing the course
satisfactorily receive N.R.A. Safe
Hunter ratings. This picture made
at Camp Bomazeen.

irearm s safety education
h as becom e a p o p u la r an d
im portant p a rt of camp life at
Maine’s three Boy Scout camps.
F or the past several years, boys
a t camps Hines, Bomazeen, and
Roosevelt have been participating
in the National Rifle Association
hunter safety course.
E a c h cam p h a s a certified
hunter safety instructor on hand
to teach the fundam entals of safe
gun handling to the interested
campers.
Beyond helping the
boys to obtain their m arksm an
ship m erit badge, the program
instills a lifelong knowledge and
respect for firearms. Scouts have
accounted for a large percentage
of the 8,200 students graduated
from M a in e ’s h u n te r s a fe ty

F

course which was adopted by the
D epartm ent of Inland Fisheries
and Game in 1959.
H unter safety train in g is pro
vided during the w inter, for boys
not attending one of the camps,
by the nearly nine hundred certi

fied instructors throughout the
state.
By teaching hunter safety to
the youth of the nation, the
N.R.A. and its volunteer instruc
tors are helping to make hunting
and shooting even safer.

Range firing at Camp Hines is an important part of gun safety training.

Practice at Mo-Skeet-O range
provides experience with firing
at moving targets.

Scouts Learn
Gun Safety

Safety courses emphasize dangers
that can be avoided by crossing
fences and other obstacles in the
correct manner.

By Dean S. Jordan
Dept. Safety Officer
%
[-- ~T

A t Camp Roosevelt, a new range was
built in 1964, with men, boys, and
machines sharing the workload.
12
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Biology in Brief

The LYNX
By John H. Hunt
Game Biologist
he lynx , because of scarcity, retirin g habits,
and limited distribution, is one of the most mis
understood and least appreciated of the animals of
our state. It is rare th a t one is trapped or taken
with dogs, and ra re r yet is the man who has seen
one in the wild. The reasons for this can be under
stood by considering the lynx’s life story.
The most complete story of the life of the lynx
was w ritten by E rnest Thompson Seton in his Lives
of Game Animals, published by Doubleday, Doran
and Company, in 1925, and is the source of most of
the inform ation th at follows.
Young lynx are born in early spring from a m at
ing th a t occurs about two months previous. The
litter numbers from one to six, w ith three or four
the most common number. The young are reared in
a nest or hollow in a ledge or fallen log. Unlike the
bobcat or other smaller cats, the newborn lynx has
its eyes open. By fall, the young have learned to
hunt for themselves, but the family stays together
until the m ating season in late winter.
In appearance, a lynx is as large as or larger than
a bobcat because of its long hair, longer legs, and
larger feet; however, on the scales, it loses about
five pounds to the bobcat. The lynx also differs
from the bobcat in appearance by being a more
solid taw ny color; it has more prom inent ear tu f t s ;
the bottoms of its feet are well f u rre d ; and the black
on the end of its tail extends around to the bottom
side.
The lynx is an animal of the deep woods. In
Maine, he is rarely found south or west of Moosehead Lake, east of the headw aters of the W est
Branch of the Penobscot, or east of the upper head
w aters of the St. John and Allagash rivers. Even

T

within this limited p a rt of the state, the lynx can
not be considered numerous. Perhaps it occurs here
because this is the really deep woods of Maine.
In his habits, the lynx is quite different from the
bobcat. To him the snowshoe hare is meat, potato,
and vegetable. In his rounds in search of rabbits,
he will pick up any other animal th a t he can. He
will not stay in an area where there are no rabbits,
and he is known to have real difficulties if they are
scarce. The lynx is known to have killed deer, but it
is not known whether one could kill a full grown
deer in good condition. T hat the lynx is dependent
on rabbits is well documented by Canadian fu r rec
ords which show th a t when the snowshoe goes into
its cyclic decline, the num ber of lynx pelts sold by
trappers starts to decline in a year or so and re
mains low until the rabbit population sta rts to in
crease again. During the period of scarcity, lynx in
a starved condition are seen and are taken in traps.
A t present, the lynx is grouped w ith the bobcat in
the m atter of bounties — by law, a paym ent of fif
teen dollars m ust be made by the D epartm ent of In
land Fisheries and Game for each one killed any
where in the state. There are several argum ents
against bounties, and in addition to these, the lynx
has one particular point in its favor. It is reported
by Seton and others th a t th e lynx successfully
catches and kills foxes, especially in the soft snow.
In these times when fox pelts have so little value
th at they are not trapped, and foxes are prim ary
carriers of rabies, the natural predation provided
by lynx is especially valuable. In view of all this,
it seems highly desirable to remove the lynx from
the bounty list. Relatively scarce, secluded, and
largely harmless, the lynx is making a last ditch
stand in the wilds of northern Maine.

F is h w ith N o S e c re ts
By Bill Mincher
from a report by Owen Fenderson
Fishery Biologist
a fascinating expe
rience into words on a page is
not easy, especially if the page
is part of a scientific report.
this is what Fishery Biologist Owen
Fenderson is doing with a project
that bears the label of “Comparative
behavior of hatchery-reared and wild
landlocked salmon (Salmo salar)”
What he learns from this work may
have a considerable effect on salmon
fishing and the more efficient raising
of salmon, and perhaps other species
of game fish, in hatcheries.
The salmon behavior study is a
research project which gives indica
tions of yielding “practical applica
tions” fairly early — increasing its

T

u r n in g

usefulness to both the scientist and
the fisherman.
Probably the most significant find
Buting so far indicates that hatchery and
wild salmon differ in one important
respect. During the bright, daylight
hours when the wild fish tended to
stay hidden and were more cautious
about venturing into areas of possible
danger, the hatchery fish remained in
open areas. Being readily visible
may make the hatchery fish more
vulnerable to attack by predators.
The site of this investigation is
Jellison Brook, in Dedham, a tribu
tary to Green Lake. Fenderson and
Malcolm Redmond, assistant re
search biologist, diverted the flow

of the brook into a flume they built.
They installed glass windows along
one wall of the flume so all activi
ties of the fish can be observed. Con
taining bottom material like that of a
natural stream, the flume has water
depths varying from three to sixteen
inches. A fishway at the downstream
end of the flume permits natural mi
grations of fish when the project re
quires them. The biologists used still
and motion picture cameras and a
tape recorder to note just about
everything the fish did.

o one interested in “what makes
them tick,” the Jellison Brook
study brings many bits of informa
tion and, like a chain reaction, raises
many questions. The salmon de
veloped patterns of aggressive be
havior, claimed certain territory, and
drove other individuals away. Sev
eral characteristic actions appear
during this active defense of a terri
tory. The defender may glare at the
intruder or display threatening at
titudes of body, mouth, and fins
(something like a bristling, arched,
snarling cat). It may make a slight
movement as if to charge, or it may
actually attack the invader. If the
visitor flees, it may be nipped on its
way; a nip or two may be necessary
to cause it to flee. Should the visitor
give up and crouch on the bottom in
submission or just glide to a stop, the
dominant fish may forego the nip and
merely circle over the intruder for a

T

Experimental flume at Jellison Brook
contains bottom material like that
of natural brook. Curtains at right
enable observers to work in darkness,
inconspicuous to the fish.

The lynx looks larger than a bobcat of the same weight
because of long hair. Ears are more tufted, and black
extends all around the tip of its longer tail.
14
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moment before returning to its sta
tion. The individuals may actually
fight until one gives in and beats a
hasty retreat, appearing upset, like a
chastised dog.
Body color changes appear during
extended encounters. The dominant
fish becomes paler while the submis
sive one’s color darkens (even in
cluding its eyes).
Other observations of these fish
make very interesting reading, even
in a scientific report, but they are so
numerous and detailed that they can
not be even summarized adequately
in this space.
Odd and perhaps important is the
lack of fright from movements of
observers just outside the windows
of the flume. Fish did become
frightened and agitated by move
ments directly over the surface of
the water.
The varied reactions of hatchery
and wild parr to the appearance of a
kingfisher overhead brought up some
questions: Do hatchery fish perhaps

associate overhead disturbances with
feeding? How much experience with
predators does a fish require before
developing the hiding response?
(Some hatchery fish that previously
fed in the open changed this habit
after the bird’s appearance.) Would
feeding hatchery fish at dawn and
dusk perhaps condition them to be
less unwary during daylight hours,
thus increasing their chances of sur
vival after stocking? Does the num
ber of hiding places in a rockybottomed stream increase the number
of fish that can live there? Or will
a sandy- or gravel-bottomed stream
cause a fish to “claim!’ a larger terri
tory than it really needs?
Stocked fish that had been condi
tioned (“taught”) to avoid being ex
posed to danger would have one less
problem in surviving after stocking,
and increased survival would mean a
better return to the sportsman for the
money used in raising fish. If more
stocked fish survived, fewer would
have to be stocked in any given

water, thus permitting the hatchery
system to serve more waters, with
better results for the effort expended.
Can hatchery fish be made to be
“more sensible” about exposing
themselves to danger? This is a
question yet to be answered, but the
behavior study has brought it up —
a question that might not logically
have been asked unless basic re
search pointed to serious considera
tion of it.
Other questions will appear, too,
and the answers may well help to
make better fishing for Maine anglers.
Periodic reports on the Jellison
Brook project will be read by fishery
scientists in many places and may
help improve fishing over a wide
area.
You can’t just dump fish into the
water and expect a great improve
ment in fishing. It may not improve
at all, if the fish aren’t the right size
or species to adapt to the area where
they’re stocked. Past research has
shown the way to improve the use of
hatchery products—the fish the pub
lic likes to catch. Present and future
research, like the Jellison Brook proj
ect, will explore methods of improv
ing things even more.

Motion picture and still cameras are
used to photograph fish activities
in the flume. Curtain was raised for
taking this picture of Owen Fenderson

A clear picture is seen by the
observers as salmon and other fish
live their lives in ordinary habitat.
16
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FRANK DOWNIE
a tribute by Kermit S. Nickerson
Deputy Commissioner of Education
(Editor’s note: this is a slightly condensed version of an
address by Dr. Nickerson at the dedication of the dormi
tories at Bryant Pond to the memory of Frank Downie.
The ceremony was held in Bangor Oct. 1, 1964.)

My associations and friendship with Franklin Downie
extended over the years from his graduation from Colby
College to the day of his death. It was a privilege for me
to have been included as one of his many friends. In all
respects, he was one of the finest men I have ever known.
Many people come and go in this world leaving no real
impact, performing no action that is significant, and giv
ing no good cause to be remembered. Usually this is be
cause they have not contributed anything to make the
world better. The man we are honoring today lived for
something — he made the world a better place in which
to live. He had a beneficial influence on many, many
lives. He was admired and esteemed universally and was
at home with persons of every age. He was a successful
man in all he did, but even with all of his successes he
was, at heart, a very humble person.
He was a professional educator, a real dedicated
teacher who had the interest of his students at heart. He
was firm but warmhearted and respected by all who were
privileged to be in his classes, to play on his teams, and
even to be in the same school. He was forward-looking
— a builder in the profession, not a complainer. By his
attitude and example, he inspired others to grow, to be
come builders, too.
His friendliness generated co-operation and wholesome
respect from all with whom he lived and worked. I can
not think of any man I have ever known who had as many
sincere friends as Franklin Downie.
He was a man of high principle but always a human
being. His devotion to his family and his home life were
an example and inspiration to others.
I remember what one of our staff said about him. He
was described as “a man of complete kindness, the kindest
man I ever knew. Even when he might have reason to
feel disturbed inside, he did not show it.” Calmness was
characteristic of Franklin Downie. He was a good man
to have around in an emergency. When decisions needed
Maine Fish and Game — Fall, 1964

to be made, he could make them. They were always
sound, fair, and logical.
He was an efficient, industrious team-worker looking
for results, never reaching for personal status or glory. In
my associations with him, he was always thoughtful, help
ful, the kind of man I liked to work with. Many times, I
would mention something that we should be doing or plan
on doing, and he would often chuckle a bit, hesitate a
moment, grin, and then say, “It’s all done.”
His many other splendid qualities you know as well as I.
They made him the ideal man to be Director of the Con
servation Education Foundation. He gave to that pro
gram his professional competence and his practical know
how, a winning combination. He developed a co-operative
spirit among the able faculty members and engendered a
friendly, cheerful, home-like atmosphere and spirit among
those in the classes held on the campus for teachers,
school pupils, college students, and adults.
He lived with this program day in and day out — nights
as well as days. He has left his mark on this institution in
the curriculum provided, the facilities constructed under
his ever watchful eye, and the information given the pub
lic about the program.
I doubt if many realize the extent of the public infor
mation service he rendered. It was extensive, time con
suming, physically exhausting, and far-reaching geograph
ically. This was indicative of his devotion. Even though
his health was not the best, he always seemed cheerful,
courageous, and ready to help others.
The principles he lived by are expressed in van Dyke’s
poem or prayer —
“Oh, Lord, help me —
to be glad of life, because it gives me the
chance to love and to work and to play and
to look up at the stars;
to be satisfied with my possessions, but not
contented until I have made the best of them;
to despise nothing in the world except false
hood and meanness, and fear nothing except
cowardice;
to be governed by my admirations rather than
my disgusts;
to covet nothing that is my neighbor’s except
his kindness of heart and gentleness of
manners;
to think seldom of enemies, often of friends,
and every day of God.”

These lines, I believe, express his philosophy of life and
some of the principles for which and by which he lived.
All of us were privileged to have known this gentle man.
We are all better because of his influence and example.
His work for the Foundation will live on. It is fitting
that the buildings he worked so hard for on the campus
should bear his name so that his memory will be preserved
and be an inspiration to those who come after. It is up
to us to carry on his pioneer work. This would please
him beyond measure.
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Eggs from female are stripped
carefully into a pan. Maine salmon
yield about 750 eggs per pound
of body weight, as a rule.

Atlantic
Salmon
(Repant
By Alfred L. Meister
Salmon Commission Biologist

In early September, the directors and representa
tives of the fish and game departm ents throughout
New England toured Maine’s salmon stream s and
discussed mutual problems affecting the fish and
game resources of the N ortheast. The tour, con
ducted by Commissioner Ronald T. Speers and
Deputy Commissioner George W. Bucknam, Maine
D epartm ent of Inland Fisheries and Game, included
James Shepard and Russell Cookingham, Massachu
setts; Theodore Bampton, Connecticut; George W.
Davis, V erm ont; Thomas W right, Rhode Island; and
Thomas Schrader, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Milt is stripped from male fish and
mixed with eggs to fertilize them.

he sport fishery remained a disappointm ent
to many during the past season as low w ater and
high tem peratures plagued the salmon angler. Re
corded catches by river are as follow s: Dennys 14,
E ast Machias 40, Machias 78, Pleasant 1, N a rra 
guagus 31, and the Sheepscot 12 fish. Honors go to
Ray Little of Milbridge for the largest salmon of
the past angling season. R ay’s trophy, an 18 pound
12 ounce beauty, was taken from th e Cable Pool of
the N arraguagus on a Rusty R at fly.
On the Machias, 373 salmon were counted by
Salmon Commission personnel as the fish entered
the river. Anglers accounted for 21 per cent of
these fish, and more than 80 per cent successfully
passed through the new fishway at W hitneyville on
th eir way to the headw ater spawning areas. A t the
Cherryfield dam on the N arraguagus, 219 salmon
were tagged at the fishway trap w ith more than onethird of these fish entering the river in A ugust and
September.
Brood fish are again being held a t Deblois hatch
ery to provide a source of local eggs for our restora
tion program. The A tlantic Salmon Commission
has secured twenty-five fish from the N arraguagus
and a like number from the Machias River. These
fish will supply close to a q u arter of a million eggs
which will be tran sferred to the Craig Brook facili
ties of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service for final
rearing. The grading and m arking of approxi
mately 200,000 young salmon to be stocked in Maine
rivers next spring was completed a t the Craig Brook
facilities in early November. In addition, another
200,000 salmon are being reared a t Cobb H atchery,
Enfield, by the Maine D epartm ent of Inland F ish
eries and Game.

T
The author at the counting weir on
the Narraguagus River prepares
to measure a salmon smolt.
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Photos by the author

Commission Biologist James S.
Fletcher nets an adult for stripping.

Plastic tag attached to adipose fin
to identify fish. Tags have been
returned from places as far away as
Greenland and Newfoundland.

Early stages of Atlantic salmon,
showing eyed eggs, newly hatched
fry (alevins), and fingerling or parr.

The fishway on the Machias River
at Whitneyville was rebuilt in 1964.
New structure is a Denil type, of
concrete.
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CARL MALMSTROM:

WOODCARVER
Pictures and story

h a s lo n g b e e n w e ll
known fo r her outstanding
a r t i s t s an d c r a f ts m e n , among
whom is Carl M almstrom' a mod
est but very accomplished wood
c a rv e r, of L ong Cove in S t.
George. H undreds of his beauti
fully carved and painted native
game birds grace many homes,
clubs, and offices over the coun
try. He also does game bird
scenes in relief carving and an
occasional painting in oil. Like
the true artist, he possesses great
feeling for his creations and en
joys the freedom of expressing
his own ideas. None of his work
is done on order.
Mr. M almstrom left his native
land of Lysstin, Sweden, in 1914
and came to live a t Long Cove.
There he learned the stone cut
ting trad e and pursued this work
for many years in the local g ran 
ite quarries. He spent his days
s h a p in g tw e n ty p o u n d paving
blocks from rough granite. When
his work a t the paving cu tter’s
block was done, he would go
home to his hobby of w hittling
birds.
Over the years, his interest
and proficiency in wood carving
increased to the point th a t his
artistic talents became known
fa r and wide.
F o r the past
twenty-five years, the m uscular
hands th a t shaped rough Maine
granite blocks into paving stones
have been transform ing Maine
pine into delicately carved and

M

EXTRAORDINARY
by Bill Cross

Blue-winged teal — female
and male — are good
examples of the artist's
work.

aine

Painting, the final major step,
calls for knowledge of natural
colors and a steady hand.

Rough blocking-out of the pine
will soon give way to careful
carving with attention to detail.

Final touches and inspection
precede painting of the
carving.
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precisely painted birds. All the
birds a re v e ry a p p r o p r ia te ly
mounted on handsome, specially
selected driftwood which he col
lects along the shore. Most pieces
show two birds, a male and fe
male of a species.
Mr. Malmstrom, now seventytwo, enjoys excellent health and
still manages to keep a good se
lection of completed birds on
hand. Numerous people call at
his home, especially during the
summer months, where he usual-

ly has fifteen or more pieces on
display. He makes many trip s
afield, enjoying the beautiful seacoast, ponds, stream s, fields, and
woods but a step from his home.
Here he observes, studies, and
sketches the great variety of
birds th a t frequent his area dur
ing the different seasons of the
year.
Then, returning to his
studio, and with the aid of his
knife, a block of wood, a brush,
and paint, he creates lifelike
images of w hat he has seen.

Male wood duck.

Clockwise from bottom: Ruffed
grouse, female and male pin
tail, male wood duck, male
baldpate, female and male
blue-winged teal.
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Wildlife Quiz
These questions are taken from previous quizzes
in Maine Fish and Game. Here’s a chance to test
your memory, if you’ve been with us from the start.
1. What happens to the antlers of the buck deer each
year?
2. How large are bear cubs at birth?
3. What’s wrong with catching, say, a yellow perch
from a Maine lake and using it as bait in that same lake?
4. True or false: The beaver is the second largest ro
dent in the world.
5. The burbot (cusk) is a member of what family of
fish?
6. How large do smelts grow in Maine waters?
7. What is the value of the alewife, a member of the
herring family, to Maine inland fisheries?
8. How much food (per 100 pounds of body weight)
does a deer need?
9. How many species of rabbit do we have in Maine?
10. Which of the following would best represent the
weight of a large moose: A. 600 pounds; B. 1,000
pounds; c. 1,200 pounds; D. 1,800 pounds.
N ote:

Letters of general interest are welcomed
be signed, but initials will be used on They should
request.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
We are sorry, but the circulation list fo r Main*
Game M agazine has reached a ceiling, and we h a v ^ b e e ^
forced to s ta rt a w aiting list. New subscription requests will
be placed on file and added to the m ailing list as soon as pos
sible. We reg ret having to do this, but a t present we cannot
defray the increasing costs of producing and m ailing the
m agazine by charging a fee.
Maine Fish and Game is published for the benefit of the
public, in accordance w ith the aim s of the Inform ation and
Education Division to create an in terest and understanding in
wildlife resources, the problem s connected w ith m anagem ent
and conservation of the resource, and the w ork of the De
p artm en t of Inland F isheries and Game in accom plishing its
objectives. The M agazine is published twice a year, w ith the
fall m agazine designated as an annual rep o rt issue.
To be added to the “w aiting list,” sim ply send your nam e
and your post office address — be sure it is the post office ad
dress — to the Inform ation and E ducation Division, Maine
D epartm ent of Inland F isheries and Game, S tate House,
A ugusta, Maine 04330.
,
. ,
If you should change your residence, p l ^ s e let us
•
U nder our m ailing rates, TH E MAGAZINE IS
W ARDED AUTOMATICALLY. Send your nam e, J 1? post
office address, and new post office address, and z p

(A nsw ers are on nex t page)

OUR REAL WEALTH—NATURAL RESOURCES
IT IS TIME TO START getting the idea over to the
rising generation th a t wealth, economic security and
greatness cannot be measured by the extent of re
serves of gold and silver. These are merely media
of exchange. The real wealth, in addition to the
character, quality, and health of our people, is the
abundance and variety of our natural resources.
IT SHOULD NOT BE HARD to show our young
people th a t any nation is rich only so long as its
supply of resources is g reater.th an the needs of its
people. A fter th a t it is not self-sustaining.
NO NATION can permanently endure when it con
sumes its resources faster than nature, with the
help of enlightened, scientific aid, can replace them.
This should be a basic concept in social studies of
the grades, high schools, and colleges. We m ust
teach our youth th a t progress is impossible w ith
out an abundance of basic resources, and th a t we
will be dangerously weakened if our resources are
squandered.
— “Wildlife Review,” B ritish Columbia

SPECIAL WARNING ABOUT
FROSTBITE
Editor’s note: The following informa
tion was sent to us by the Appalachian
Mountain Club and deserves your care
ful attention.
The events of the last season have once
more dramatically proved that frostbite can
be a serious and crippling injury. Every
one going into country where extreme cold
may be encountered should be thoroughly
familiar with the facts about frostbite —
both how to treat it and how to avoid it.
Study in advance. Don’t just bring along
a leaflet to use for a cram-session on the
spot after it’s too late.
In particular, remember that just as soon
as frozen feet have been thawed, the patient
is a litter case — JUST AS SURELY AS IF
HE HAD BROKEN HIS LEG. He should
be carried, dragged, lowered; ANYTHING
but permitted to walk, unless the difficulty
and danger involved in not using his feet
are so great that the party as a whole (NOT
THE PATIENT) deems it advisable to run
the high risk of sacrificing the patient’s toes
or feet for the safety of all.
The patient will almost always try to pre
vent being carried or pulled, as he naturally
views this as an ignominious defeat. His
advice should never be sought. This de
cision should be made by the party leader
and/or doctor. Walking for even a short
distance on thawed feet will almost certain
ly result in irreparable damage to a large
part of the thawed tissue.
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Here is a run-down of recent pamph
lets, reprints, and mimeographed re
ports which are yours for the asking.
Send your name, mailing address, and
the titles of desired publications to the
Information and Education Division,
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and G am e, S ta te H o u se, Augusta,
Maine 04330.
A list containing information on all
publications is available also, but space
limitations here permit us to give only
the most recent ones.

The Raccoon: S. E. Powell. A short
article about raccoon and th e ir habits.
The F isher: M. W. Coulter. An in 
terestin g article about the life of this
fu rb earer.
B ear F acts: H. E. Spencer, J r . A
three-page article giving some of the
more im p o rtan t aspects of the life h is
to ry of the M aine black b ea r and its
economic im portance.
W h at A bout W ild T urkeys fo r M aine:
K. H. Anderson. Gives the pros and
cons in reg a rd to turkeys in M aine
from th e ir possible early existence in
the state to recent introductions by
sportsm en’s clubs.

Deer Season — 1963: C. F. B anasiak.
Review of 1963 deer kill by county,
com paring it w ith several other years,
and sta tin g facto rs affecting h u nting
success.

In form ation fo r B ear H u n ters: Mim
eographed sum m ary of w here, w hen,
and how to h unt bear in Maine. L ists
guides and lodging inform ation fo r
bear hunters.

F ish Culture in M aine: D. O. Locke
and S. P. Linscott.
Describes the
operation of M aine’s fish h atch ery sys
tem in non-technical language.
Sm all Game and B ear H u n tin g — 1963:
C. F. B anasiak. Review of small game
and bear kill and influencing facto rs
for 1963 h u n tin g season.
A tla n tic Salm on F ishing, A Look
B ack: A. L. M eister. A tw o-page
sum m ary of A tlantic salmon fishing in
Maine.
The C rayfish: M atthew Scott. A onepage sum m ary of the life history of
the crayfish.

Today’s Law s fo r Tom orrow’s F ish 
in g : W. H. Meyer. Sum m arizes r e a 
sons for prohibiting the use of some

License Fees

species of fish as bait. Tells how to
identify the prohibited species.

Deer H u n tin g P ressure and Success —
1960-62: C. F. B anasiak. Gives a n 
alysis of differences in h u n tin g pres
sure and success for various sections of
the state.

W hite Perch A re fo r E v e ry o n e : R. P.
A uClair. A three-page sum m ary of
how to catch and enjoy our abu n d an t
w hite perch in Maine.

Impressed Visitor
. . . In the p a st I have spent a num ber
of spring fishing trip s in the Moosehead Lake are a fishing fo r landlocked
salmon. I have alw ays been im pressed
by the courtesy shown and the w illing
ness to help the fisherm an or h u n te r by
the average citizen of Maine.
Frank L. Ferguson
7 Lowell Avenue
Summit, New Jersey
•
W e’re sure you are not the only
nonresident visitor to feel this w ay
about M aine hosjjitality, Mr. Ferguson.
It does our hearts good to know th a t
the well-established false im pression
of the “callous M aine n a tive” is finally
being stam ped out in out - of - state
circles!

NONRESIDENT
S eason, f is h in g ..................
15-day, fishing ..................
( exchangeable for sea
son ..................................
Junior, fishing ..................
T hree day, f is h in g ...........
B ig game .............................
Small g a m e .........................
Junior , small g a m e .........
A rchery ...............................

$ 8.75
5.75
3.25)
2.25
3.75
25.25
10.25
5.25
10.25

RESIDENT

Commissioner Speers, left, Mrs. Fenderson, and Carll N.
Fenderson, former I & E chief, at a party given by fellow
employees when Carll left the department to continue his
education. Besides the typewriter, gifts included sports
clothing for Carll and a hairdryer for Cathy.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

F ishing ..................................
H unting ................................
H unting & F ishing .........
A rchery ...............................

2.75
2.75
5.25
4.25

For other fees please write to the
department.
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Answers to Wildlife Quiz on Page 22
1. A ntlers drop off during the w inter and are replaced by new grow th the
following spring. Most discarded an tlers are eaten by rodents so not m any
are found.
2. A two hundred pound fem ale’s cubs weigh about a half-pound each and
are six to nine inches long a t birth. They grow rapidly and m ay w eigh from
four to six pounds by early spring.
3. The law prohibits using yellow perch and certain other fish as bait. It
m ust include the situation expressed in th is question, or w ardens would find
it impossible to enforce, as they could not tell w hether or not the fish came
from the lake being fished.
4. True. The la rg e st rodent is the capybara, of South America.
5. The cod family.
6. Up to about 14 inches in length and a half-pound in weight.
7. Young alewives serve as food fo r gam e fish species, and th e ir presence
increases the productivity of lakes to support gam e fish. Alewives spawn in
fresh w ater in late spring, w ith fem ales laying from 60,000 to 100,000 eggs.
8. Depending on the activity of the deer and the quality of the foo'd available,
from four to eight pounds a day, per 100 pounds of body weight.
9. One — the cottontail. The snowshoe hare, though, is often called a rabbit.
10. (c) 1,200 pounds is the best answ er although sometim es moose weigh
more.
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Annual Report and Review o f Operations
Financial Statement

By C. K eith Miller
Business M anager

T55-i •-<
>
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The

Sh

An appreciable increase in sales of nonresident big game
licenses was apparently due in p art to severe drouth condi
tions which curtailed hunting in several northeastern states.
Increased operating costs are being experienced by all
divisions, and it is apparent th a t if this trend continues,
with no accompanying increase in revenues, it will be neces
sary to curtail some divisional operations in the future or
seek new revenues.
Budgets are prepared on the basis of estim ates made be
fore the end of the year. Present estim ates indicate th a t
an amount m ust be set aside, from surplus, for operating
costs in the next biennium.

3w cbe
oj . S
c?Oh +3c-1

The ’
Income
Dollar

Balance forward, July 1, 1963 ...........................
A djustm ent to balance f o rw a rd .........................
Total revenues ......................................................
Returned from general fund: amount pre
viously appropriated from fish and game
funds for fishway construction at Aroostook
Falls .....................................................................

$ 929,977.14
29.83
2,349,908.95

Total available ......................................................
Less total disbursements ...........................

$3,294,915.92
2,355,199.74
$ 939,716.18

Transfer to Bureau of W atercraft
Registration and S a f e t y .....................

76,286.17

Cash balance June 30, 1964 ...............................
Reserved from cash balance
Emergency reserve ............. $250,000.00
Operating capital .................
150,000.00
Encumbered purchase orders
outstanding .......................
265,248.78

$ 863,430.01

Total reserves ...............................
Estim ated cash balance not encumbered a t
close of 1964 fiscal y e a r ....................................

$ 665,248.78

,

mmmm

For the fiscal year from July 1, 1 9 6 3 through June 30 1964
Maine Fish and Game — Fall, 1964

15,000.00
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198,181.23

Hatchery Division
Stanley P. Linscotf, Superintendent

Production: The division produced about 6,000 pounds
more fish than in 1962. There were 20,773 more pounds
of brook trout raised and 14,628 pounds less salmon.
Our operating costs remained nearly the same as last year
with the exception of salary increases.
The cost per pound of fish raised was $1.85, based on
the total operating costs of the division. Feed costs were
down slightly, and the conversion of food to fish was
reduced from 2.6 to 2.4 (pounds of food to produce one
pound of fish). This decrease is attributed to the feeding
of pellets to the brook and brown trout.

On a tour of Maine installations last August, New England
fish and game officials visited the hatchery at Dry Mills.
Left to right: Hatchery Superintendent Stanley P. Linscott;
Commissioner Ronald T. Speers; Director George W. Davis,
Vt.; Director Ralph G . Carpenter, II, N. H.; Director Thomas
Wright, R. I.; Director Theodore Bampton, Conn.; Thomas
Schrader, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Boston; Deputy
Commissioner George W. Bucknam; Director James Shep
ard, Mass.; and Asst. Director Russell Cookingham, Mass.

Production by species:
Brook trout
Brown trout
Landlocked salmon
Togue (lake trout)

114,209
21,559
13,712
7,646

pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds

pools were constructed by department personnel, and new
aluminum troughs were purchased for the hatchery at
Raymond, where 260,000 brook trout eggs were hatched
and then transferred to Casco for raising to larger size.
No incidence of “whirling disease” was evident in this
year’s fry. There were not as many outbreaks of this
disease reported in the East as previously. We have lost
a large number of brook trout and salmon at Oquossoc to
furunculosis, a bacterial disease. This was partially con
trolled by medication but not eliminated. This disease is
apparently in the fish in the lake, and the fish under hatch
ery conditions are very susceptible to contamination.
There is no known control. [The entire station was ster
ilized in September.]
As a further study of survival of planted fish from this
station, other salmon and trout are being marked and
planted with a like number from Oquossoc, to determine
how much effect the disease has on the survival of fish
planted in Rangeley Lake.
Egg supplies: More than one and one-half million brook
trout eggs were collected from the brood fish at Enfield.
These were supplemented with one and one-quarter mil
lion eggs purchased from a commercial grower in Massa
chusetts and by more eggs taken from brood fish at Dry
Mills and Palermo. We have enough brook and brown
trout brood stock in our own system to provide our own
eggs for the future.
Canada shipped nearly 200,000 eyed togue eggs, and
150,000 togue eggs were furnished free from a federal
hatchery in Michigan. About 46,000 togue eggs were
collected at Cold Stream Pond, and 12,000 were obtained
at Wilson Pond.
Salmon eggs were collected from the usual lakes in ad
dition to eggs from Parker Pond, Pierce Pond, and
Schoodic Lake.
Members of the Salmon Commission collected some
parent fish from the Narraguagus and Machias rivers last
fall for stripping purposes. These fish were held in a
pond at Deblois hatchery and stripped of 277,000 eggs

The stocking program in 1963:
Brook trout
Brown trout
Landlocked salmon
Togue or lake trout
Federal hatcheries

1,114,836
126,150
637,605
204,438
150,947
4,500
2,238,476

fish
weighing
fish
fish
fish
brook trout
rainbow trout “

“

General: The hatchery at Dead River was re-activated
and hatched more than 600,000 brook trout eggs. Most
of these were stocked this spring as fry. New concrete

Summary of Hatchery Production Costs
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

Pounds
food fed
464,752
604,857
503,551
518,090
436,712
384,452
375,805

Cost
of feed
$57,629
90,129
67,578
68,021
59,161
52,672
49,884

Pounds Con
Total
Cost per
produced version
cost
pound
113,901
4.1
$308,054
$2.70
3.5
1.82
175,639
318,899
3.0
169,829
303,538
1.85
193,587
2.7
292,793
1.51
165,226
2.6
312,542
1.90
153,360
2.6
292,237
1.90
157,126
2.4
291,097
1.85

GAME FARM
One new incubator and two new hatching machines
were purchased last fall. These three machines have
made it possible to reduce the incubation and hatching
period nearly a month for the 30,000 to 35,000 pheasants
raised at the farm.
Many minor repairs and alterations were made at the
game farm by regular personnel.
Among the new arrivals at the farm is another “talk
ing” crow. The caribou are thriving. A new baby moose
was brought to the farm after being found by a warden.
Plans are being made to take the larger moose to Katahdin
along with one of the male caribou, as they are eliminating
the available natural food in the pens.

Warden Service

85,415 pounds
20,778
21,192
“
6,898
“
19,711
515
“
154,509

last October and November. The eggs were eyed at
Deblois and transferred to Enfield for hatching and grow
ing. To date, they are developing satisfactorily.
The bluebacked trout eggs did not survive past the eyed
stage. More will be obtained this fall at an earlier date
so we may make a better selection of the sexes.
Feeding: Shrimp was in good supply last spring, and two
tons were purchased to feed to the brood stock to increase
the fertility of the eggs and enhance the coloration of the
fish both internally and externally. The coloration has
been obtained, and we are waiting to see if the shrimp
does increase the quality of the eggs.
Various combinations of meat and pellets are being fed
to salmon to obtain a better fish more economically.

Maynard F. Marsh, Chief Warden

As of January of this year, about 70 per cent of the
Warden Service personnel were granted longevity pay in
creases of either one or two steps, for eight or fifteen years
service, respectively. In spite of a continued improve
ment in the salary scale, which now ranges from $77.50
to $104.00 weekly, we have experienced more than the
usual turnover in personnel. Eight men have left the
Service during the year. Of these, one has returned to

Deputy Chief Warden W. J. Shaw
Native fish for stripping
as brood stock are netted
annually by Hatchery
Division personnel.
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Warden Supervisor John F. Shaw
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Setting net during survey of Kennebec River drainage
system are, I. to r., Jay Memmelaar, summer assistant;
and biologists Donald F. Mairs and Matthew Scott.

two day training session on the Maine boat law, and a two
day course of instruction in pistol shooting for warden
inspectors.
A service-wide program of training in pistol shooting
has been put into effect. This program, which is handled
by the inspectors, requires each warden to shoot the
modified police course three times annually under super
vision. Records are kept, and these become a part of
each warden’s file.
Appreciation of the benefits and considerations re
ceived by the Warden Service during the past year is re
flected by the fine spirit and good morale exhibited by our
entire staff.

Fishery Division
Dr. W. Harry Everhart, Chief
Pilot Andy Stinson guides fish tank into plane with assistance
of Mechanic Howard Lambertson, for use in aerial stocking.

college, another plans to enter college this fall, three have
resigned and taken other employment, and two have been
inducted into the armed services.
The position of deputy chief warden was recently filled
by the appointment to that post of veteran Division E
Supervisor Jack Shaw. John Shaw, who has ably served
as inspector in Division B for nearly two years, has been
appointed to fill the vacancy of supervisor in Division E.
Capital improvements made during the year include
completion of the hangar at the Eagle Lake plane base,
the construction of a new wharf at that location, new
floats at the Greenville and Maranacook bases, and a new
warden headquarters building at Orland to serve the needs
of Division C. Plans are currently being made to build
a garage at Orland for storage purposes and a new camp
at St. Francis Lake.
Other capital expenditures during the year include the
following:' forty-one motor vehicles were traded, ten snow
sleds purchased, and thirteen boats with motors acquired
to replace old equipment.
During the fiscal year ending, demands on the Warden
Service show an increase in most categories of activity.
Night hunting and market hunting continue to be our
number one enforcement problems. During the year, we
had well over two hundred night hunting cases, which is
very similar to the number of a year ago. Warden in
spectors, concentrating on market hunting in two areas of
the state, were very successful last fall in apprehending
several who, it is reported, have been in the business many
years.
In-service training during the past year consisted of a
one week management school for all supervisory officers,
the regular three week warden school for all new men, a
Electrofishing is part of the fishery biologist's work
each year. Shown are Kendall Warner, left, and
Owen Fenderson, checking a stream near Presque Isle.
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Maine has made a giant step forward in the multi
purpose management of her rivers and in providing addi
tional impetus for sport fishing and the recreation indus
try. Construction of fishways for the St. Croix River at
Woodland and at Grand Falls began this year. Comple
tion of these two fishways (Grand Falls in November
1964 and Woodland in early 1965), will provide facilities
for migration of fish, particularly the Atlantic salmon and
the alewife. Georgia-Pacific Corporation, the federal gov
ernment, Inland Fisheries and Game, and the Atlantic
Salmon Commission have all taken part in these major
river improvements.
Adult alewives were planted in June of 1964 in Grand
Falls Flowage, Spednik Lake, West Grand Lake, Lambert
Lake, and Musquash Stream (a tributary to Big Lake).
This introduction is part of a three-year program to make
certain that good spawning populations of alewives are
provided in many parts of the St. Croix drainage. Young
alewives made their way down th« St. Croix River during
the summer of 1964 to complete their life cycle in the
productive waters of the Atlantic Ocean. The majority
return of the 1964 migrants to the St. Croix will be in
1968.
New Brunswick citizens are as interested in the St.

Croix as we are. The Canadian Department of Fisheries
and the Province of New Brunswick are to begin stocking
Atlantic salmon as soon as they can so there will be as
little delay as possible in the build-up of Atlantic salmon
fishing.
The Whitneyville fishway on the Machias River was
completed this spring, providing passage over Whitney
ville dam for 243 Atlantic salmon this summer. This has
been an important step in the restoration of salmon runs
in the Machias River and leaves only the improvement of
fish passage in the gorge in the town of Machias to open
up the river to its full potential.
Another new fishway at Howland where the Piscataquis
River joins the Penobscot River was completed in Novem
ber, 1964. This fishway is jointly financed by the Bangor
Hydro-Electric Company, the U. S. Accelerated Public
Works Program, and the Fish and Game Department.
Pollution: Nation-wide attention and intense interest
by our own people focussed on the problem of insecticide
pollution when the announcement was made that the land
locked salmon of Sebago Lake were building up undesir
able concentrations of DDT. At the same time, the im
portant sport fishing and the recreation industries were
reporting poor fishing. Insecticide analyses by an inde
pendent laboratory confirmed that the amounts of DDT
had increased over the past year and further emphasized
the need for control of all poisons used for the control of
undesirable pests.
The Legislative Research Committee held hearings in
Augusta and was receptive to proposing a State of Maine
regulation for the control of pesticides.
Additional sampling of fish populations in Sebago Lake
and in other Maine lakes has been made, and the fish have
been shipped for analysis. The results will be available
in time to help the 1965 Legislature in the final writing of
regulations to protect our fish and game resources.
Fish behavior: Fishery scientists around the world are
continually searching for better ways to provide better
fishing. One of the most appealing management methods
to the angler has been the stocking of hatchery-reared fish,
but the problem has been to produce a fish with the sur
vival and fight of the wild fish. Our SCUBA divers have

Commissioner Speers addressed the first class in the adult
education courses given by the department, at Gorham
State Teachers College. Seated, I. to. r., are Game
Biologist Douglas Marston, Warden Inspector Charles
Lombard, and Fishery Biologist Stuart DeRoche,
three of the instructors.
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been able to study fish behavior and add to life history
information.
Now, to provide for more continuous observation and
study, we have diverted a small brook into a 150-foot
canal with glass panels on the side for viewing. Fish in
this stream have no secrets. First, comparisons are being
made by introducing equal numbers of wild and hatchery
salmon. It’s easy to tell the hatchery fish because they
take up stations in exposed areas and feed throughout
the day. The wild fish, rarely seen during the daytime,
feed mostly at dusk or dawn. Survival during the pre
liminary studies has been much higher for the wild fish.
Studies of this kind can help with stocking recommenda
tions and with the revision of hatchery methods to provide
the number and kind of fish you want to fish for.
Other work: Another 119 lakes were studied, and re
ports were published. Some of the lake survey reports
were revised to include new introductions of fish such as
the largemouth bass or to report the removal of original
fish populations as a part of pond reclamation and the
restoration of the trout fishing.
Six new ponds were reclaimed in 1963, bringing the
total of ponds reclaimed for additional trout fishing to
103, totaling 6,139 acres.

Information & Education Division
William C. Mincher, Chief

Personnel: The division had two positions unfilled this
summer. Carll N. Fenderson resigned in March to fur
ther his education, and his job was unfilled until May 4.
The next day, Franklin A. Downie, conservation educa
tion supervisor, died suddenly. Operating the FreemanWaterhouse Conservation School at Bryant Pond then be
came another responsibility for the division. Directors
of the Conservation Education Foundation appointed the
present I & E director as acting executive director and
treasurer for the school May 21. Through co-operation
of the school staff and faculty — including volunteer in
structors from state and federal resource agencies — the
summer session for teachers was without major problems.
Some sessions for young people were cancelled, but the
program went nearly as scheduled.
The division still had two vacancies at the end of the
fiscal year, June 30. [Publication of this report late in
the year allows further explanation. Donald K. Christie
has been appointed supervisor of conservation education

in the I & E Division and was approved by the Founda
tion as its executive director and treasurer. W. Thomas
Shoener was selected to be an information specialist. Both
men are making commendable progress in helping the
I & E program regain its former course.] Both 1964 is
sues of Maine Fish and Game, and other work, were late;
but, although the effects of the personnel problems will
be felt for some time, we hope to be back to normal in
1965.
New projects: The caribou importation of late 1963,
a Game Division project, also involved I & E. We helped
make arrangements and provided publicity coverage with
news releases and pictures before, during, and after the
re-introduction of the caribou. Cinematographer Ken
Gray, filming the project from start to finish as a record
of the work, got enough film for a documentary picture.
The division issued a guide on bear hunting in Maine
— a joint project with the Game Division and Warden
Service whose personnel gathered information on facili
ties, guides, and other services for bear hunters. It was
duplicated for quick distribution; the 1965 edition is to be
less bulky but contain more useful facts. The brochure
is valuable in answering the many inquiries on this grow
ing sport.
Designing a new shoulder patch for department uni
forms was another new project; the insignia will appear
on uniforms starting in 1965.
Magazine: The many requests for Maine Fish and Game
have forced the department, regretfully, to start a waiting
list of applicants for the free publication, which has
reached a cost ceiling.
It was decided in 1963 to start copyrighting the maga
zine and some other departmental publications to prevent
unauthorized use. Permission to reprint will be given
freely in most cases, and such requests will help the de
partment measure the extent of circulation of its published
materials.
Photography: Motion picture circulation remained high,
with “Caribou Caravan” proving very popular. There
were 1,673 bookings of the 88 titles in the library.
Television stations’ acceptance of short film clips show
ing department activities has been encouraging, and the
project will continue.
Still photography remains prominent in the division’s
work, and Photographer Bill Cross keeps busy not only
taking pictures but also doing much lab work. Stills were
used in the magazine and in newspapers and other publi
cations requesting them, and some were issued singly or
with the 216 news releases issued during the fiscal year.
Pictures and slides for other divisions in the Fish and 2

Game Department also occupy Bill and Ken to some ex
tent, as their schedules permit.
Education: An adult program in fundamental fish and
wildlife management and law enforcement was very well
received in early 1964. About 250 persons registered for
the course, given at Gorham State Teachers College with
the co-operation of the college administration. Don
Christie is setting up two such courses this winter, in cen
tral and northern Maine; public announcements will be
made when times and places are definitely established.
One other major program, the hunter safety campaign,
is moving ahead steadily under the direction of Safety
Co-ordinator Dean S. Jordan. It is to the credit of him,
the volunteer N.R.A. instructors, and the youngsters
trained, that none of the more than eight thousand boys
and girls trained as National Rifle Association safe hunt
ers has been involved in a hunting accident. Administra
tors and teachers in 51 high and junior high schools have
worked with Jordan to set up the N.R.A. program in their
schools. This program is turning out an increasing num
ber of safe young hunters annually.

Game Division
Kenneth W. Hodgdon, Chief

Investigational projects: At the present time, Game
Division biologists have eleven major statewide wildlife
investigations under way. These investigations are broken
down into forty-three separate studies ranging from
“winter waterfowl inventories” to our latest job, “caribou
population studies,” brought about by the introduction of
twenty-three of these animals last December from New
foundland to Baxter State Park.
The successful moving of the caribou by truck, ferry,
and helicopter received wide publicity in the United States
and foreign countries. Interest in the results is continu
ing, and we are pleased to report that the animals wintered
well and dispersed in several directions in the spring as
usual. Four calves are known to have been born and all
animals observed have appeared in good health. The
bulk of the herd is within about twenty miles of Baxter
State Park, and could easily return there when the fall
migration takes place. Air and ground searches will be
made to locate the caribou and determine the sex, as well
as the number of calves.
In addition to the importation of the caribou, two other
species, fisher and beaver, have made history. The fisher
catch totalled 2,485 during a new four-month (Nov.Feb.) open season. Available records indicate this is an
all-time high. Each pelt taken must be tagged by a war
den, and a fifty-cent fee paid by the trapper. In this
manner, the count is made accurately and by warden di
visions. Of particular note is the fact that the southwesternmost division (Div. A) had the largest number
tagged (1,062). This is a new high for the division and
is especially noteworthy since the previous high for the
state as a whole was 573 (taken during the November,

A t the 1964 Northeast Fish and Wildlife Conference,
the presidency of the I & E Association passed with a
handshake from Carll Fenderson, right, to Bill Mincher.
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1962, season). Furthermore, fisher are continuing to be
seen in the York and Cumberland county areas in suit
able numbers.
The beaver take for the December, 1963, to February,
1964, season was the second highest recorded (12,218).
(The 1956 take was highest with 13,963). The season
was extended to reduce the beaver population in areas
where nuisance complaints were mounting. The popula
tion was reduced, but the wilderness areas still have an
overabundance, and complaints are being received from
many of the southern areas.
The major emphasis of investigational work is on deer
since this is our most important game species. The
primary purpose of these studies is to gather scientific in
formation for use in management of the species, and as
a guide in setting regulations. Included are deer yard
studies, investigations of areas of low deer kill, sex and
age studies of the deer kill, measurement of the effects of
forest cutting practices, as well as life history studies.
A new study which is beginning to show beneficial re
sults is on the use of small metal mirrors to reflect car
headlights into the eyes of deer and moose to prevent
them from suddenly jumping into the path of the vehicle.
At four notable deer crossings where the mirrors were
erected, the car-deer accidents were very much reduced
this year. Further studies will be made on these and other
areas.
As investigational work progresses, the information
gathered is published in bulletins, leaflets, reports, maga
zine articles, or in papers presented at regional or na
tional conferences. A bulletin “Man-Made Marshes for
Maine Ducks” by Howard E. Spencer, a leaflet “Deer
Kill— 1963” by Chester E. Banasiak, and a leaflet “Small
Game and Bear Kill, 1962 and 1963” by John D. Gill,
were published this year.
Development project: Development and maintenance
operations consist of planning and marking timber reser
vations for deer yard preservation, locating and construct
ing marshes, and maintaining game management areas.
This work includes the actual care and maintenance of
seventeen state-owned game management areas, composed
of some 20,000 acres of upland and marsh, and an addi
tional thirty-one lease agreement marshes containing 450
acres scattered over the entire state. We also maintain a
co-operative wildlife program with the White Mountain
National Forest on 46,000 acres of that area in Maine.
The lease agreement marshes are controlled by earth
filled dams and are, for the most part, waterfowl produc
tion areas. One of the largest of these, in Richmond,
Maine, contains thirty acres and has been a high pro
ducer of young ducks over the years. Studies of these
areas revealed that marshes in the 5.6 - 10.5 acre class
produce significantly more birds than similar sized naiural
marshes, in about nine of ten cases.
All of the state-owned game management areas, except
four upland units, include large marshes controlled by
concrete or log crib dams. These areas are used for
waterfowl production and with certain minor exceptions
are open to hunting by the general public.
Maintenance of buildings, dams, roads, fences, and
boundaries, as well as the planting of sixty-seventy acres
of goose pasture and maintenance, by clipping and ferti
lization, of some 200 acres of clover at Swan Island, is
carried out by Game Division personnel. Good utiliza
tion of these fields is made by thousands of geese each
year.
Deer yard management in co-operation with timber
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company foresters and woods operators is constantly go
ing on in areas where timber reservations and added food
production are desirable for deer. The companies have
been very co-operative, and several have approached the
department to enter into agreements for this purpose.

From a Warden Service plane, Photographer Ken Gray got
a shot of the first caribou calf seen in Maine, last spring.

All of our state-owned areas are under forest manage
ment, and a sustained yield of timber, pulp, and Christmas
trees is removed on a stumpage basis. On areas pur
chased with the assistance of federal aid to wildlife funds,
50 per cent of the net return from these timber sales is
returned to the town where the areas are located. This
provides a new source of revenue for the towns.
General: A rabies prevention program was conducted
in co-operation with the Maine Health and Welfare De
partment. Strychnine baits, each sufficient to kill a
twenty-pound animal, were placed in a seventy-town area
in northern Oxford and Franklin counties, as well as six
towns in the vicinity of Flagstaff Plantation, Somerset
County, in an effort to reduce the fox, raccoon, and skunk
populations. Remaining baits were picked up after a pe
riod of three to ten days. Acceptance of baits was good,
and it is felt that the fox population has been consider
ably reduced.
Work has continued by the division in co-operation
with the warden force to determine the presence of dis
eases in our animal population. All birds and animals
found or reported dead or dying of questionable causes
were investigated in the field and later in the laboratory.
Except for twenty-four cases of rabies, most of which
were in foxes, there were no unusual diseases or parasites
noted. The fowl cholera epidemic near Islesboro, dis
covered in June, 1963, was successfully controlled through
co-operation among the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
the Maine Department of Agriculture, and Inland Fish
eries and Game.
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Engineers built a new hangar for Warden Service plane
base at Eagle Lake, in Aroostook County.

Engineering Division
Laurence F. Decker, Chief Engineer

Grants of federal money under the Accelerated Public
Works Program have been a spur to construction during
the past year. While the emphasis has been on fishways
in order to encourage the return of Atlantic salmon to our
Maine rivers, other work has not been neglected. To cope
with the task of maintaining our growing number of fish
ways and to handle some of the many odd jobs that are
referred to this division, an additional full-time man has
been hired.
A summary of work performed by Engineering follows:
Buildings: Regional headquarters buildings have been

completed at Machias and at Ashland for use by our bi
ologists and wardens, and a small, all-metal plane hangar
has been completed at Eagle Lake for use by our warden
flying service. All three of these structures qualified for
federal funds under the Accelerated Public Works Pro
gram. Also at Eagle Lake, we removed the old timber
dock, which had fallen in disrepair, and replaced it with
a more susbstantial log crib and timber structure.
Surveys: In addition to the many surveys made for new
construction, property line surveys were made at the
Scarboro Marsh and at the New Gloucester and Palermo
fish rearing stations.
Fishways: During this period, fishways were built on
Mill Stream in Dedham, on the Machias River in Whit
neyville, and at the Grand Falls powerhouse on the St.
Croix River. Another fishway on the St. Croix River is
under construction at the Georgia-Pacific pulp mill at
Woodland. All of these fishways have received or will
receive federal funds under the Accelerated Public Works
Program. In addition, those on the St. Croix are receiv
ing a portion of their financing from the Georgia-Pacific
Company, with the Department of Inland Fisheries and
Game making up the balance of their costs. Other fish
ways have been designed for the East Machias River at
East Machias and at Gardner Lake, another for the Pis
cataquis River in Howland [this has been completed un
der A.P.W.], and a dam and fishway for Lower Patten
Pond in Surry. We collaborated in the design of a new
type fishway for the Georgia-Pacific dam in Vanceboro on
the St. Croix River. This fishway, of the vertical slot
type, will be installed in a new concrete dam being built
by that company.
Fish hatcheries: No new fish hatcheries have been built
during the past year, but repairs to old concrete have been
made in pools at the Palermo and Dead River stations.
New concrete nursery pools were built in the Sebago
hatchery at Raymond.
Dams: One of our largest concrete dams has been com
pleted at Hodgdon to impound water in connection with
the propagation of waterfowl. Other marsh dams have
been completed at Pembroke, Newcastle, and Waldoboro.
Two dams have been designed for the headwaters of the
Narraguagus River to regulate water flows to provide a
better habitat for the Atlantic salmon, and another on
Barrows Stream in Crawford. A fish trap has been de
signed for installation at the inlet of Love Lake in Craw
ford. At a concrete marsh dam in Chesterville, we re
built the sluiceway, installed a large hoist-operated gate,
and rebuilt a concrete wing wall.

Huge Denil fishway at Woodland is being built by con
tractor, with supervision by Engineering Division personnel.
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tre a d
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b o u le v ard s w ith ta ll sp ires
ov erh ead .

— from “My Sentiments”
by M. Y. Miller
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